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K C UA C U P – K U B B RU L E S
FA I R P L AY
In our opinion, playing Kubb means: playing fair. To make a tournament without referee but
still on the highest level possible, it is necessary that the players can judge and confess
their own faults. The game begins traditionally with a handshake and ends with congratulations on the victory.
Although there are detailed rules formulated, a case of issue is always possible. In this
case try to find a consensus with your opponent first. In case of doubt repeat the throw. If
you really cannot find a consensus, please consult an organizer of the tournament, which
decides about the situation.
Every player has the right, to request his opponent to stop with trash talking, distracting
words or behaviour, sitting or standing too close to the sideline or similar sources of irritation.
Please respect and accept it, if your opponent asks you to stop disturbing his concentration.
As a participant of a tournament of the KCUA, you are bound to make sure, that you do
not endanger other players or spectators with your throws. The organisation committee of
the tournament has the right to disqualify players or teams, which behave unsportsmanlike
on purpose.

A I M O F T H E G A ME
Two teams or players play against each other. They try to overthrow the opponent’s kubbs
with their throwing sticks. The team that succeed in overthrowing all opposing kubbs and
the king, wins the game.

RU N O F P L AY
At the beginning the teams throw the king toss to decide, which team will begin and which
one will play on which side. The attacking team (team A) opens the game. They get the
sticks, position behind the baseline and try to overthrow the kubbs at the opponent’s
(team B) baseline.
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When team A has thrown all sticks, team B collects all fallen kubbs and throws them
separately in the opponent’s half of the pitch. The thrown-in kubbs are called “field kubbs”
now. Team A set them up, where they lie. Now team B has the chance to try overthrowing
the field kubbs first, then the base kubbs.
Afterwards team A collects all fallen kubbs and throws them separately in the opponent’s
half of the pitch. Team B sets the kubbs up and team A also tries to overthrow the field
kubbs, then the base kubbs and lastly the king. The team that succeed in overthrowing all
opposing kubbs and the king, wins the game. If team A doesn’t succeed, the game continues until a team succeed in overthrowing all kubbs and the king.
A team loses the match, if it overthrows the king before it hits all opposing kubbs.
If a team does not hit all opposing field kubbs in one round, the opposing players get an
advantage for the next round: they can throw their sticks behind a new throwing line, that
is defined by the foremost field kubb, that did not fall. The throw-in of the kubbs happens
still from behind the baseline.

PI T C H
• 8 metres (sideline) x 4 metres (baseline), short mowed grass
• a centre line of 4 metres parallel to the baseline and in the middle of the length of 8
metres
• All lines are marked by strings

PR E PA R AT ION
• 5 kubbs in front (in-field) of the baseline, touching the baseline and evenly distributed
along the baseline
• the king stands in the middle of the pitch
• the KCUA Cup is played with the small Kubb sets from Trinamo
(kubbs: 5.8cm*5.8cm*15cm, sticks: 30cm length, 44mm diameter)

K I N G TO SS & B E GIN N IN G O F THE GAM E
• two players (one of each team) throw a stick in direction of the king at the same time
• the team whose stick’s distance to the king is shorter wins the king toss and has to
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decide: starting the game or choosing the pitch side – the other team takes the other
decision. The closest part of the stick decides the distance (not only the tip of the stick).
• the team who won the king toss can force the opponent to start (the opponent can still
decide on which side to play)
• a king toss stick touching the king is legal but if the king falls, the opposite team wins
the king toss
• the right to start the set changes alternately between the teams from set to set
• the teams change side of the pitch after each set
• the starting team throws 2 sticks, after that the opponent throws 4 sticks, in the following
round until the end of the set each 6 sticks

HITTING KUBBS
• kubbs at the baseline are called base kubbs, overthrown kubbs become field kubbs
from the next round on
• you have to overthrow the field kubbs in the opponent’s half of the pitch before it’s allowed
to overthrow a base kubb
• basic rule of hitting kubbs: “wood on wood” – if a kubb falls without being touched by
another kubb or stick, the hit does not count
• if a kubb does not fall completely because it lies on another kubb or stick, it depends
on the stand of the kubb after removing the kubb or stick below.
• kubbs, that fall first and stand up by themselves after a rotation of 90 degrees or more,
count as fallen.
• a base kubb which is overthrown too early is raised right after the throw and can be hit
again in the same round (after all field kubbs are down)

T H ROW I N G S T IC K S
• Allowed are only forearm throws
• A vertical rotation of the stick is allowed
• A horizontal rotation of the stick (helicopter throw) is forbidden (limit of tolerance: 30 degrees angle to the vertical axis). Every throw should be as straight as possible - play fair!
• Invalid throws cannot be repeated, fallen kubbs are getting set up at the former place
• If two opponent teams cannot reach an agreement if a throw is invalid or not, they have
to consult an organizer of the tournament
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• Both feet have to stand behind the foremost kubb and between the side marks.
• No physical player supports (e.g. feet, cane etc.) are allowed to touch the ground in
front of the baseline or outside the extended sidelines during the shot (until the kubbs
and sticks have stopped moving)
• If the opposing team didn’t overthrow all field kubbs in the previous round, the sticks
can be thrown from behind a new throwing line (determined by the foremost field kubb)
instead of the baseline
• The throwing team has to wait with throwing until the opposing team has set up all field
kubbs and left the pitch
• a player is allowed to throw his second stick straight after his first one (the players don’t
have to alternate with throwing sticks)
• At least three players have to throw sticks in each round (except in the first round with
2 sticks in total), no player is allowed to throw more than 2 sticks in one round.

T H ROW I N G IN A N D S E T T IN G UP KUBBS
• In the KCUA Cup, the kubbs have to be thrown in by the rotation system: at least three
players of a team alternate from round to round with throwing in the kubbs. Each new
set allows a change of the throwing-in order
• the rotation system doesn’t apply to the Sieger der Herzen tournament
• The field kubbs have to be thrown in with both feet standing behind the baseline and
between the side marks.
• No physical player supports (e.g. feet, cane etc.) are allowed to touch the ground in
front of the baseline or outside the extended sidelines while throwing in (until the throwed-in kubb has stopped moving)
• A thrown-in kubb is valid, if it’s completely inside of the opponent’s half of the pitch
(without standing on the string) after setting it up over a short edge
• A valid kubb has to be set up, where it lies. It isn’t allowed to turn or lift the kubb
• The opponent team decides once and only once over which edge they set up a kubb.
It isn’t allowed to set a kubb up, put it down and set it up over another edge.
• A kubb is valid, if it’s valid seen by its own. This means:
1. a kubb can always be set up, if it has an in-bounds footprint
2. a kubb can always be set up in both directions, if it has in-bounds footprints on both
sides
3. a kubb can be raised right next to another kubb, touching it (building a “blocker”)
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4. if (after raising a blocker kubb) a block of kubbs is not completely inside the pitch,
the whole block of kubbs is moved until all kubbs are completely inside of the pitch
• Throwing-in goes over two rounds and only two rounds: all kubbs are thrown-in successively during the first round
• Kubbs that cannot be set up regularly after the first round have to be thrown-in a
second time
• Standing field kubbs that weren’t overthrown in the last round follow the same rules as
the new thrown-in kubbs: If they get hit by a thrown-in kubb, they will be set up at the
new position where they are lying. If they leave the pitch after getting hit by a thrown-in
kubb in the first round, they will be thrown-in again together with the other kubbs.
• All kubbs, that cannot be set up correctly after the second round of throwing in, have to
be set up anywhere in the opposing half of the pitch by the opposing team (penalty
kubb)
• Penalty kubbs have to be at least one length of a stick away from the king
• A penalty kubb set up touching the baseline becomes a base kubb
• At the end of the kubb tossing phase, any kubbs that are elevated, not touching the
ground, and have an in-bounds footprint as if the kubbs were not elevated, become
award kubbs
• At the end of the kubb tossing phase, any kubbs that are laying on an award kubb, not
touching the ground and not being prevented from falling down by another kubb, that is
no award kubb, and have an in-bounds footprint as if the kubbs were not elevated,
become diggys (i.e. double award kubbs)
• At the end of the kubb raising phase the attacking team places award kubbs upright
and on the ground anywhere on their opponents half of the pitch, in bounds provided
• At the end of the kubb raising phase the attacking team places Diggys (double award
kubbs) upright and on the ground anywhere on its own half of the pitch, in bounds
provided.
KING
• The king can be legally overthrown if all kubbs on the opponent’s half of the pitch are
fallen in this round. The first team to legally overthrow the king wins the set.
• The king throw happens backwards between the legs with all remaining sticks, one at a
time (sureshot)
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• A team loses the set, if it overthrows the king before all kubbs on the opponent’s half of
the pitch are fallen.
• The basic rule “wood on wood” applies here too: the king has to be set up again, if he
falls because of the string, a hand, etc.
• The „no-helicopter“-rule doesn‘t apply to sureshots
T I EB R E A K / S WIS S MOD E L
• the tournament organization decides, when the tiebreak starts and how long it lasts
• if the two teams/players have won the same number of sets after the first tiebreak set,
the next one will be the last and deciding set (otherwise the match ends without playing
a new set)
1. By the beginning of the tiebreak you have to continue with the following steps:
i. the throwing team (Team A) finishes its turn as usual (a new turn begins with the
first thrown-in kubb)
ii. the teams do a second king toss, the winner of this king toss (Team A) gets the tiebreak advantage
iii. the first tiebreak kubb gets out after the raising of the inkasted kubbs of the next
round of team A
iv. it’s always the kubb closest to the baseline, that gets removed (if there are some
base kubbs left, they have to be removed before the field kubbs)
v. after this turn, one kubb from the opponent’s half of the pitch gets removed during
every turn of both teams after every completed inkasting
2. The tiebreak rules are different, if a new set starts during the tiebreak:
i. if the two teams have won the same number of sets after the first tiebreak set, the
next one will be the last and deciding set (otherwise the match ends without playing
a new set)
ii. the teams do a third king toss before starting the last set, the winner of this king
toss chooses between:
a) tiebreak advantage or
b) deciding about which team starts + choosing the side
Info: (Team B gets the other option)
iii. the first tiebreak kubb gets out after the raising of the inkasted kubbs of the first
round with 6 sticks of the tiebreak advantaged team (usually before the 4th round of
throwing)
iv. the set continues as described in 1.iv. and 1.v.
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SOURCE
The texts in this ruleset are based and adopted from the ruleset of the European Kubb
Association (EKA). We only changed the rules, that are different at the KCUA Cup.
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